We derive an off-shell formulation for the boundary Fayet-Iliopoulos (FI) terms in locally supersymmetric U (1) gauge theory on 5D S 1 /Z 2 orbifold. Some physical consequences of such FI terms, e.g., the supersymmetry breaking and the generation of 5D kink mass for hypermultiplet are studied within the full supergravity framework. We especially find that the supersymmetry is broken by the FI term without charged hypermultiplet for models giving an AdS 5 geometry.
Introduction
When we consider physics beyond the standard model (SM), the supersymmetry (SUSY) is one of the promising candidate which can stabilize the electroweak scale, and achieve better gauge coupling unification at the grand unification scale. One of the remarkable feature is that the SUSY breaking is parameterized by F and D order parameters which is the auxiliary component of the chiral and vector multiplet respectively. As is well known, for instance, the tadpoles of the F and D are SUSY invariant. These terms cause O'Raifeartaigh and Fayet-Iliopoulos (FI) mechanism of SUSY breaking, respectively.
Another perspective beyond the SM is models with extra dimensions. We extend not only the internal space but also the space-time itself. In this direction, orbifold models are particularly interesting which makes a correlation between the internal and the external space. In such model because of the nontrivial parity in extra dimension, we naturally obtain the quasi-localization of fields that results in some hierarchical structures in the 4D effective theory. Furthermore they provide some SUSY breaking and the sequestering mechanism by the spatiality of extra dimension, and the various mediation mechanisms from the hidden to the visible sector.
Here we will focus our attention on the Fayet-Iliopoulos term in orbifold models. Let us consider the 5D S 1 /Z 2 orbifold model with global SUSY where the orbifold direction is chosen in the σ 3 direction of SU(2) R . In this case, we have two 4D fixed plane with N = 1 SUSY. Then it was pointed out in Ref. [1, 2] that the U(1) vector multiplet has FI-term at the fixed plane in the form of ξ 0 δ(y) + ξ π δ(y − πR) D where D is the N = 1 auxiliary field that consists of the gauge scalar φ and the third component of the
If the FI-coefficients ξ 0 and ξ π take the integrable form ξ π = −ξ 0 ≡ ξ, the D-flat condition gives the periodic sign-function ǫ(y) type vacuum expectation value (VEV) of the gauge scalar field φ = ξǫ(y). This VEV produces the kink mass for the charged hypermultiplet and results in the quasi-localization of the hyperino field [1, 2, 3] . In this manner, FI-term is generically important in global orbifold models. Then our question is about the situation in local supersymmetry.
In 4D supergravity (SUGRA), the FI-term is forbidden by the local SUSY except the case of gauged U(1) R or so called pseudo-anomalous U(1). However in 5D orbifold SUGRA, the on-shell analysis in Ref. [1] showed that the existence of some bulk Z 2 -odd operator with the ǫ(y)-type coefficient implies the existence of boundary FI-term for a (normal) U(1) vector multiplet. But the exact off-shell formulation for such FI-term in 5D orbifold SUGRA was absent. In our work [4] , we derive the off-shell formulation of such boundary FI-term by utilizing the off-shell 5D SUGRA [5] with four-form Lagrange multiplier [6] which can generate the ǫ(y)-type coefficient in a consistent way with the local SUSY.
Formulation
In the off-shell formulation of 5D SUGRA [5] , we introduce three U(1) vector multi-
We use the notation for the gauge scalar fields as M A = (α, β, γ) with Z 2 -parity (+, −, −) respectively. The V Z is the graviphoton multiplet, V X is the multiplet which finally has boundary FI-term and V S will be eliminated by the constraint generated by the four-form Lagrange multiplier in order to get ǫ(y) type coefficient dynamically. We also introduce a compensator and a physical hypermultiplet whose scalar component is represented by the quaternion A and Φ respectively. These are gauged by the vector multiplets with the charge assignment of ( T Z , T X , T S )A = (0,q, − 3 2 k)iσ 3 A and ( T Z , T X , T S )Φ = (0, q, c)iσ 3 Φ. We setq = 0 in order not the V X to take part in the R-gauging. We remark that the charge k determines the AdS curvature of the background geometry and the c gives bare kink mass for the hypermultiplet. In addition, we introduce the linear (four-form) multiplet L| V Z as a Lagrange multiplier constraining V S , whose vector and real scalar component is dualized into the three-and four-form filed respectively under the background of V Z .
We start from the off-shell SUGRA Lagrangian with Weyl multiplet, the above three vector multiplets and two hypermultiplets, plus the Lagrange multiplier terms with the four-form multiplet which was derived in Ref. [5] . The norm function of our model is defined as
which after integrating out four-form field results in N = α 3 − 1 2
ξ F I ǫ(y)α 2 β. The action after integrating out four-form multiplet is given by the sum of bulk and boundary contributions. Besides the usual bulk action, the brane action (bosonic part) is induced as
where we find the boundary FI-term for the V X multiplet in the first line with the coefficient ξ F I defined in the norm function. (The full result is shown in Ref. [4] .) We note that this brane action proportional to δ(y) − δ(y − πR) = ∂ y ǫ(y)/2 is the consequence of the four-form mechanism [6] . On the 4D Poincaré invariant background geometry ds 2 = e 2K η µν dx µ dx ν − dy 2 , the 4D energy density is calculated as
where we assume Φ (0) = v and Φ (r) = 0 for the quaternionic hyperscalar field Φ =
The g φφ is the metric of the manifold spanned by the physical gauge scalar field φ defined by the superconformal gauge fixing N = 1 as
and D, F and κ are the gaugino, hyperino and gravitino (N = 1) Killing order parameter respectively,
where P = −2 k + c ǫ(y)α + qβ v 2 , P φ = ∂P/∂φ and β φ = ∂β/∂φ. We have the boundary FI-contribution in the D-term potential. We should note that the stationary condition of the energy functional is just given by three Killing conditions D = F = κ = 0.
Some physical consequences
Above we succeeded to formulate boundary FI-term off-shell. In this section we show some physical consequences of the FI-term. First we analyze the flat model with vanishing k charge. The Killing conditions are satisfied by K = v = 0 and φ =
. Due to the effect of the boundary FI-term, we find that the gauge scalar field obtains ǫ(y)-type VEV which results in the FI-induced contribution to the kink mass for charged hypermultiplet as in the case of global SUSY mentioned in the introduction.
The nonvanishing k-charge corresponds to the AdS 5 model. In the gaugino Killing condition D = 0, we have now bulk term proportional to k in addition to the boundary FI-contribution. If there is no charged hypermultiplet, c, q = 0, we find that D = 0 can not be satisfied, because the bulk term results in the monotonically increasing/decreasing solution that can not satisfy the boundary condition determined by the boundary FI-term. The situation can be easily understood by taking the limit that the k and ξ F I are small compared to the 5D gravity scale. In this limit the Killing conditions are written as
ξ F I δ(y) − δ(y − πR) + 2kφǫ(y).
ξ F I ǫ(y) gives the nonvanishing D-order parameter D ∼ kξ F I and the gravitino obtains mass by absorbing the gaugino. We conclude that the SUSY is spontaneously broken by the boundary FI-term in AdS 5 model without charged hypermultiplet.
When there exist charged hypermultiplets, q, c = 0, the SUSY can be restored with the nontrivial VEV of the hyperscalar field, instead breaking the U(1) gauge symmetry. An important point of this case is that the orbifold radius is fixed by the boundary value of the hyperscalar VEV (see Ref. [4] ).
Summary
We have shown the exact formulation of the boundary FI-term in the fully local context. We utilized off-shell formulation with four-form Lagrange multiplier to realize the bulk odd operator which is relevant to the boundary FI-term in the orbifold SUGRA. We analyzed the flat and AdS 5 model within this framework. In the flat model we obtained SUSY vacuum with FI-induced kink mass for the charged hypermultiplet. In the AdS 5 model without charged hypermultiplet, we found that SUSY is broken by the boundary FI-term and the gravitino has the mass proportional to kξ F I . We here comment that the 4D effective theory in this case is the gauged U(1) R model even though V X does not gauge R-symmetry, because we have V Z -V X mixing proportional to ξ F I . We also found that the VEV of the charged hyperscalar field can restore the SUSY at the sacrifice of U(1) gauge symmetry, and orbifold radius is fixed by the boundary value of the VEV.
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